
Explore destinations around Tobu Railway Group at TOBU JAPAN TRIP: http://www.tobujapantrip.com/en/

<Information about recommended sightseeing areas along the TOBU Railways>
The TOBU Railway Group is a major Japanese corporate group consisting of approximately 90 companies. The Tobu Railways cover the longest
operating distance in the Kanto area, and lead to many tourist attractions including Asakusa and Tokyo SKYTREE TOWN in Tokyo, Nikko and
Kinugawa Onsen, famous as a world heritage and hot spring location, the Tatebayashi and Ashikaga area known for its beautiful blooming flower
fields, and Kawagoe, where the atmosphere of the Edo era still live on.

*Please refer to the site listed on the right for other media materials and images. Mynewsdesk: https://www.mynewsdesk.com/tobu-railway
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Ashikaga Flower Park, as Featured on CNN’s Dream Destinations

Japan offers a wide range of beautiful scenery depending on the season. Spring, a season of beautiful colors, is particularly recommended. Below, we introduce a number of

outstanding flower-viewing spots in the Ryomo area, accessible via Tobu railway lines. Floral highlights include sweeping views of wisteria, azalea, nemophila and roses, all

reachable in around 90 minutes from central Tokyo. Why not include it into your travel plans?

Tobu Treasure Garden has extensive grounds which include approximately 1 million flowers of 4000 

different types. In spring, the contrast between the blue river of nemophila and other flowers is 

particularly arresting. In late April, 3000 rose plants of 1500 varieties all bloom at once, creating a rose 

garden, inspired by nature, said to be the most beautiful in Japan. We recommend visiting during spring, 

the best season to enjoy this remarkable garden, which reflects the delicate sensitivities of Japanese 

floral designers. 

Tobu Treasure Garden: http://treasuregarden.jp/en/

Tsutsujigaoka Park – Colorful Azalea in Full Bloom 

Tobu Treasure Garden, Japan’s Most Beautiful Natural Rose Garden

The park will give you a taste of the Japanese seasons like you have never experienced before. We also 

recommend that visitors to the park stop off at Tochigi Station to enjoy the traditional Japanese 

architecture along the river running through the center of the city. 

Ashikaga Flower Park：

https://www.ashikaga.co.jp/english/index.html

Tochigi Tourist Association：

https://www.tochigi-kankou.or.jp/

Ashikaga Flower Park, set in extensive grounds within area of 94,00m2, is a fantastic destination in all seasons, welcoming more than 1.5 million 

visitors per year. It is particularly spectacular during the event “Wisteria Stories” held between mid-April and mid-May, when the huge wisteria tree, 

a symbol of the park, blooms. The display also includes more than 350 other wisteria and more than 5000 azaleas. Wisteria have long been popular 

in Japan, featuring in a collection of poems published more than 1000 years ago. 

Tsutsujigaoka Park has an international reputation as a beauty spot with a fine display of azaleas. The “Tsutsuji (Azalea) Festival” is held between 

early April and early May, attracting around 100,000 visitors, who come to enjoy the flowers in various pinks and reds including the “Kotonaishiiai

Azalea,” said to be 800 years old. Tatebayashi is also famous for its delicious udon noodles, which are known for their soft and smooth texture. Local 

restaurant Hanayama Udon serves the noodles in a bowl with a racoon dog design.

Tsutsujigaoka Park：

http://www.city.tatebayashi.gunma.jp/tsutsuji/english.html

Hanayama Udon URL：https://www.tripadvisor.com/

Restaurant_Review-g1021196-d3923943-Reviews-Hanayama_Udon-

Tatebayashi_Gunma_Prefecture_Kanto.html

Peak：mid-April-mid-May

Peak：early-April-early-May

Peak：early-April-mid-May
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